Witnessing the birth of the red sequence: ALMA high-resolution imaging of [CII] and dust in two interacting ultra-red starbursts at $z = 4.425$
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Exploiting the sensitivity and spatial resolution of the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array, we have studied the morphology and the physical scale of the interstellar medium—that is, gas and dust—in SGP 38326, an unlensed pair of interacting starbursts at $z = 4.425$. SGP 38326 is the most luminous star-bursting system known at $z > 4$, with a total IR luminosity of $L_{\text{IR}} \sim 2.5 \times 10^{13} L_{\odot}$, and a star formation rate of $\sim 4500 M_\odot \text{yr}^{-1}$. SGP 38326 also contains a molecular gas reservoir among the most massive yet found in the early universe, and it is the likely progenitor of a massive, red-and-dead elliptical galaxy at $z \sim 3$. Probing scales of $\sim 0''1$ or $\sim 800 \text{pc}$ we find that the smooth distribution of the continuum emission from cool dust grains contrasts with the more irregular morphology of the gas, as traced by the $[\text{C}\,\text{ii}]$ fine structure emission. The gas is also extended over larger physical scales than the dust. The velocity information provided by the resolved $[\text{C}\,\text{ii}]$ emission reveals that the dynamics of the two interacting components of SGP 38326 are each compatible with disk-like, ordered rotation, but also reveals an ISM morphology that is turbulent and unstable. Our observations support a scenario where at least a subset of the most distant extreme starbursts are highly dissipative mergers of gas-rich galaxies.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Surveys in the far-infrared (FIR) and (sub-)millimeter have revolutionized our understanding of the formation and evolution of galaxies, revealing a population of dusty starbursts at $z > 1$ that are forming stars at tremendous rates (Blain et al. 2002; Chapman et al. 2005; Weiß et al. 2009; Casey et al. 2013; Geach et al. 2013). At $z > 4$ these starbursts can be linked to the formation of the so-called red-sequence—passively evolving, early type galaxies which dominate the cores of clusters out to at least $z \sim 1.5$ (e.g., Stanford et al. 2006; Mei et al. 2009; Rosati et al. 2009; Strazzullo et al. 2010; Tozzi et al. 2015). While the bulk of star formation in the general population of galaxies occurred in the period since $z \sim 2$ (Sobral et al. 2013), red-sequence galaxies at $z > 1.5$ formed the bulk of their stellar population at much earlier times and over a brief time interval (Thomas et al. 2005, 2010). Therefore, analyzing strong starbursts at $z > 4$ is a way to study the likely progenitors of the most massive elliptical galaxies at $z > 1.5$ and consequently the birth of the galaxy red sequence, which might have appeared as early as $z > 2$ (Kodama et al. 2007; Zirm et al. 2008; Kriek et al. 2008; Gabor & Davé 2012; Hartley et al. 2013).

Herschel extragalactic imaging surveys such as Herschel-ATLAS (Eales et al. 2010) and HerMES (Olive et al. 2010) have covered about 1000 deg$^2$ to the SPIRE confusion limit. As a consequence, the number of known dusty starbursts has increased from several hundred to several thousand. Most of these are at $z < 3$, but there is also a population of sources at $z > 4$. Dusty starbursts at $z > 4$ can be found by looking for galaxies whose far-IR (FIR) spectral energy distributions (SEDs) rise from 250 to 500 $\mu$m, so that their thermal dust emission peak is redshifted close to, or beyond 500 $\mu$m. These are called 500 $\mu$m risers. Using H-ATLAS data, we have built a sample of dusty starbursts at $z > 4$ whose SPIRE flux densities satisfy $S_{\text{500} \mu\text{m}}/S_{\text{250} \mu\text{m}} > 2$ and $S_{\text{500} \mu\text{m}}/S_{\text{350} \mu\text{m}} > 1$, and we refer to these as ultrareddened starbursts (R. Ivison et al. 2016, in preparation). The resulting population was inspected by eye in each SPIRE band to exclude blended sources, checked for contamination by radio-loud active galactic nuclei (AGNs) and correlated with deep WHT/VISTA/NIR imaging to reject any lenses that might have crept in despite our low median $S_{\text{500} \mu\text{m}} \sim 50$ mJy. Over 150 of these 500 $\mu$m risers were followed up with SCUBA-2 (Holland et al. 2013) and LABOCA (Siringo et al. 2014).
et al. 2009) to improve FIR photometric redshifts and select only those colors are consistent with $z > 4$ by imposing $S_{70\mu m}/S_{500\mu m} > 0.4$.

In this paper we present Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) high-spatial resolution ($\sim 0.09$') observations of dust and gas (traced by [C II] emission) in HATLAS J000307−330250, also known as SGP 38326, one of our ultra-red starbursts confirmed to be at $z = 4.425$ via multi-CO line detection. In Section 2 we give a description of the ALMA data used in this work and how they were reduced and analyzed. In Section 3 we present and discuss the main results of this work, regarding the properties of SGP 38326—detected emission lines, the implied molecular gas mass, morphology of dust and atomic gas, etc. Finally, Section 4 summarizes the main conclusions of this work.

The total IR luminosities ($L_{\text{IR}}$) reported in this work refer to the integrated luminosities between rest-frame 8 and 1000 $\mu$m. Throughout this paper, the reported star formation rates (SFRs) are derived from the total IR luminosities ($L_{\text{IR}}$, 8−1000 $\mu$m) assuming a Salpeter IMF and the Kennicutt (1998) calibration. Unless explicitly specified, the areas are calculated by carrying out 2D elliptical Gaussian fits and using $A = \pi \times R_1 \times R_2$, where $R_1$ and $R_2$ are the semi axes of the best-fitting elliptical gaussians, $R_1 = \text{FWHM}_1/2$ and $R_2 = \text{FWHM}_2/2$. All values taken from the literature are re-scaled to be consistent. We assume a flat universe with $(\Omega_m, \Omega_\Lambda, h_0) = (0.3, 0.7, 0.7)$, and all magnitudes are listed in the AB system (Oke & Gunn 1983). For this cosmology, the sky scale is $\sim 6.6 \text{kpc}''/''$ at $z = 4.425$, the redshift of SGP 38326.

2. ALMA DATA

This work makes use of ALMA data from two different projects. Project 2013.1.00449.S was aimed at deriving redshifts via spectral scans in the ALMA 3 mm window (PI. A. Conley) of a sample of ultra-red starbursts at $z > 4$ of which SGP 38326 was a part. Project 2013.1.00001.S was a high-spatial resolution study of the dust continuum morphology at 870 $\mu$m of a subsample of our ultra-red starbursts (PI. R.J. Ivison) of which SGP 38326 was also a part. The ALMA data corresponding to the two projects were calibrated by using the ALMA pipeline and by executing different ALMA calibration scripts depending on the date when the data were released. The calibrated visibilities for the calibrators and science target were visually inspected and only very minor further flagging was required. The calibrated visibilities of the science target were then imaged in casa by using a natural weighting scheme to maximize sensitivity. The different tunings of the ALMA 3 mm spectral scan were carried out at different dates with the array in different configurations. Therefore, the beam size is different for each tuning. In this work we only use the ALMA 3 mm data corresponding to the tunings where the $^{12}$CO(4−3) and $^{12}$CO (5−4) lines were detected. The beam sizes were 1.05′′ × 1.2′′ and 1.0′′ × 1.0′′ for the $^{12}$CO(4−3) and $^{12}$CO(5−4) transitions, respectively. The rms of the $^{12}$CO(4−3) and $^{12}$CO(5−4) observations are 0.54 mJy beam$^{-1}$ and 0.64 mJy beam$^{-1}$, respectively, in 50 km s$^{-1}$ channels. The beam size of the 870 $\mu$m observations is 0.06′′ × 0.06′′, which corresponds to a physical scale of about 1.0 kpc × 790 pc. The rms of the 870 $\mu$m continuum map is 0.11 mJy beam$^{-1}$.

The redshift of SGP 38326 was unknown when the 870 $\mu$m continuum ALMA observations were performed. Fortunately, its redshifted [C II] emission was covered by the default continuum setup, offering a unique opportunity to study the ISM of intense starbursts at $z > 4$ at unprecedented spatial resolution. The rms in the spectral window where [C II] is detected is 0.66 mJy beam$^{-1}$ in 100 km s$^{-1}$ channels, and the beam size is 0.06′′ × 0.06′′ or about 1.0 kpc × 790 pc for the assumed cosmology.

3. SGP 38326: A PAIR OF INTERACTING STARBURSTS AT $z = 4.425$

SGP 38326 (R.A. = 00:03:07.2, decl. = −33:02:50.9) was selected in the South Galactic Pole field of the Herschel-ATLAS (Eales et al. 2010, E. Valiante et al. 2016, in preparation) as a 500 $\mu$m riser (see Section 1). The SPIRE flux densities of SGP 38326 are $S_{250 \mu m} = 29 \pm 5$ mJy, $S_{350 \mu m} = 29 \pm 6$ mJy, $S_{500 \mu m} = 46 \pm 7$ mJy. SGP 38326 was subsequently observed with SCUBA-2 at 870 $\mu$m ($S_{870 \mu m} = 33 \pm 4$ mJy), and by fitting a set of FIR templates to its SPIRE and SCUBA-2 flux densities, we determined a best-fit photometric redshift $z_{\text{phot}} \sim 4.5$.

The ALMA spectral scan from program 2013.1.00449.S in the 3 mm window confirmed this redshift to be $z = 4.425 \pm 0.001$ via detection of the $^{12}$CO(4−3) and $^{12}$CO (5−4) emission lines (Figure 1). The total IR luminosity of SGP 38326, obtained from an SED fit to the Herschel and SCUBA-2 flux densities, is $L_{\text{IR}} = (2.5 \pm 0.3) \times 10^{13} L_{\odot}$, implying a staggering IR-derived SFR $\sim 4500 M_\odot$ yr$^{-1}$, among the strongest starbursts so far found in the early universe (see Table 1). The detected CO emission lines were extremely wide, $\text{FWHM}_{^{12}\text{CO}(4−3)} = 1080 \pm 90$ km s$^{-1}$ and $\text{FWHM}_{^{12}\text{CO}(5−4)} = 1280 \pm 80$ km s$^{-1}$, from Gaussian fits. This is compatible with SGP 38326 being a system of at least two starbursts in the process of interaction, as already seen in extreme starbursts at lower redshifts with similarly wide CO lines (Fu et al. 2013; Ivison et al. 2013). In fact, the $^{12}$CO(5−4) observations resolved SGP 38326 into two interacting components, SMG1 and SMG2 (see Figure 2). The $^{12}$CO(5−4) emission in SMG1 presents an elongated extension toward the southwest. This can be interpreted as a faint and relatively dust poor CO emitter interacting with SMG1 and SMG2, a CO bridge connecting the two interacting components (see also later in the text), or an outflow. The depth and resolution of the data are insufficient to fully discriminate between the possible scenarios. As discussed later, the [C II] velocity map shows no evidence of outflowing atomic gas and OH 163 $\mu$m emission (a tracer of molecular outflows) is not clearly detected in SMG1 despite the detection of the continuum at the line frequency (see Figure 1). The existence of a CO bridge is supported by the detection of similar structures in other systems of interacting starbursts at lower redshifts (Zhu et al. 2007; Fu et al. 2013; Appleton et al. 2015) and QSOs (Carilli et al. 2013). The velocity map of SMG1 obtained from the $^{12}$CO(5−4) emission is compatible with an ordered rotation (see Figure 2). As shown in Section 3.6, this velocity structure is in agreement with that obtained from the [C II] emission at $\sim 10\times$ times better spatial resolution (see Section 3.6).

SGP 38326 is resolved into three 870 $\mu$m components (see Figure 2), as are many bright SMGs (Hodge et al. 2013; Karim et al. 2013; Bussmann et al. 2015; Simpson et al. 2015a, 2015b). SMG1 and SMG2 (Figure 3), the brightest components (see flux densities in Table 2), are both at the same redshift, $z = 4.425$. There is no [C II] or CO emission detected in SMG3 ($S_{870 \mu m} = 1.7 \pm 0.4$ mJy), located 2′′2.

away from SMG1. This might indicate that SMG3 has a different redshift than SMG1 and SMG2. However, SMG3 is about 14 times fainter than SMG1 and SMG2 combined. If we assume that the CO luminosity scales with the total IR luminosity, the peak flux of the CO lines would be much lower than the rms of the observations. The same is true for [C ii], assuming again that its luminosity scales with the total IR luminosity. Therefore, with the current data, is not possible to clarify whether SMG3 is also interacting with SMG1 and SMG2. From now on, we focus our study on SMG1 and SMG2, the two clear components of the merging system. These are separated by ∼10 kpc in the plane of the sky and their properties are summarized in Table 2.

Due to the high inferred luminosity of SGP 38326, we should consider whether its emission has been amplified by gravitational lensing. SGP 38326 has no near-IR counterpart in the VIKING survey (Edge et al. 2013); the closest VIKING-detected source is ~5′′5 away. The 5σ limiting magnitudes of the VIKING survey range from 23.1 mag in the Z band to 21.2 mag in the K s band. Assuming that any lens galaxy would be an elliptical, the limiting magnitude in Z would imply I < 23.1 mag. Therefore, the lack of VIKING detection would imply that any potential lensing galaxy would be significantly fainter than the lenses in the H-ATLAS survey discovered so far (Bussmann et al. 2013). Additionally, the dust continuum emission does not show any evidence of lensing, as it does in some ultra-red starbursts reported in the literature, such as HFLS3 (Riechers et al. 2013; Cooray et al. 2014), HDF 850.1 (Walter et al. 2012), HXMM01 (Fu et al. 2013) or HATLAS J084933 (Ivison et al. 2013).

3.1. A Massive Molecular Gas Reservoir

The integrated 12CO (5−4) emission shown in Figure 2 can be used to estimate the total mass of the molecular gas reservoir in SGP 38326, as well as the molecular gas mass of each interacting component. We note that we have used the 12CO (5−4) transition to derive the molecular gas mass of SMG1 and SMG2 because these observations provide better spatial resolution than the observations of the 12CO (4−3) line. We assume that the average CO line ratio for SMGs (Carilli & Walter 2013), \( L'_{\text{CO}(5-4)}/L'_{\text{CO}(1-0)} = 0.39 \), is valid for SGP 38326. The molecular gas masses are then calculated using \( \alpha_{\text{CO}} = 0.8 M_\odot \text{K km s}^{-1} \text{pc}^2 \), a value typically assumed for high-z starbursts and local ULIRGs (Downes & Solomon 1998). The derived values are shown in Table 2. The total molecular gas of SGP 38326 \( (M_{\text{g, total}} = M_{\text{g, SMG1}} + M_{\text{g, SMG2}}) \) is higher than that in any other system so far studied at similar redshifts (see Table 1). We note that the calculation of the molecular gas mass from a single mid-\( J \) transition might be highly uncertain due to the effect that variation in excitation has on the CO line ratios. The total molecular gas mass of SGP 38326 derived from the 12CO (4−3) is \( \sim 2.8 \times 10^{11} M_\odot \), assuming the average \( L'_{\text{CO}(4-3)}/L'_{\text{CO}(1-0)} = 0.46 \) ratio for SMGs from Carilli & Walter (2013). The molecular gas determined from the 12CO (5−4) and 12CO (4−3) transitions are in good agreement. This is because the ratio between the observed 12CO (4−3) and 12CO (5−4) transitions is compatible with the average CO SLED of SMGs, suggesting that our two interacting sources have similar excitation conditions to the classical SMG population. Despite this, further observations of lower-\( J \) CO transitions would be needed to explore whether the high luminosity of the 12CO (5−4) and 12CO (4−3) transitions is due to the presence of a very massive molecular gas reservoir or is affected by an excited gas component. Furthermore, higher-spatial resolution CO observations would be needed to study the CO SLED of each interacting component of SGP 38326 more accurately.

3.2. Dust Continuum Morphology

Although SGP 38326 is resolved into two interacting galaxies, each of them is an extremely luminous starburst in its own right. The dust continuum emission of SMG1 and

---

**Figure 1.** Upper and middle: unambiguous confirmation that SGP 38326 lies at \( z = 4.423 \) via detection of \(^{12}\text{CO}(5−4)\) and \(^{13}\text{CO}(4−3)\) in an ALMA 3 mm spectral scan. The CO lines shown correspond to the emission of SMG1 and SMG2. The [C ii] emission of the two interacting components of SGP 38326 (see the text for more details) are also shown. The CO spectra have been re-scaled (multiply by 3 for \(^{12}\text{CO}(5−4)\) and 6 for \(^{13}\text{CO}(4−3)\)) to match the flux scale of the [C ii] line. Bottom: faint (or absent) OH 163 μm emission in SMG1. The green curve represents the spectrum in the center of SMG1 (extracted from an aperture equal to one synthesized beam), where dust emission is at its maximum. The brown spectrum has been extracted using an aperture enclosing the whole area where [C ii] emission is detected. Small vertical gray lines represent where the two components of the OH 163 μm would be located assuming the redshift derived from the detected CO and [C ii] lines. There is a narrow (81 ± 16 km s\(^{-1}\), FWHM) emission line at \( \sim 400 \text{ km s}^{-1} \) at the center of SMG1 (where the dust continuum emission is at its maximum) that we tentatively associate to OH 163 μm emission (see details in Section 3.5). No OH 163 μm emission or absorption is detected in SMG2 either (spectrum not shown for the sake of representation clarity). In all panels, the spectra shown were extracted after continuum subtraction.
SMG2 (rest-frame 160 μm) is relatively smooth (see contours in Figure 3). At this spatial resolution, there is no clear evidence of clumpy emission in SMG1 and SMG2. The physical extent of the dust emission has been measured from a two-dimensional elliptical Gaussian profile fit. Table 2 shows the FWHM of the major and minor axis of each of the components of SGP 38326. These values are similar to the average size of the classical SMG population (Simpson et al. 2015a) and compatible with the size of $z > 3$ SMGs in Ikarashi et al. (2015). SMG1 and SMG2 are, however, considerably smaller than the dust emission in GN20: $\sim 5.3$ kpc $\times$ 2.3 kpc (Hodge et al. 2015).

Their size, in combination with their IR-derived SFR (see Table 2), imply that SMG1 and SMG2 have median SFR surface densities of $\Sigma_{\text{SFR}} \sim 840 \, M_{\odot} \, \text{yr}^{-1} \, \text{kpc}^{-2}$ and $\Sigma_{\text{SFR}} \sim 570 \, M_{\odot} \, \text{yr}^{-1} \, \text{kpc}^{-2}$, respectively. The $\Sigma_{\text{SFR}}$ of SMG1 is very close to the theoretically predicted Eddington limit for starburst disks that are supported by radiation pressure (Andrews & Thompson 2011; Simpson et al. 2015b). Such high $\Sigma_{\text{SFR}}$ values have been only found in a few classical SMGs (Simpson et al. 2015a), in the $z = 6.42$ quasar host galaxy J1148+5251 (Walter et al. 2009) and the dusty starbursts HFLS3 at $z = 6.34$ (Riechers et al. 2013) and AzTEC-3 at $z \sim 5.3$ (Riechers et al. 2014) and are considerably higher than the $\Sigma_{\text{SFR}}$ found in other starbursts at similar redshifts (see Table 1).

Combining the sizes of the dust emission with the molecular gas mass estimates (assuming the molecular gas and dust are roughly co-spatial), we find that the estimated gas surface densities of SMG1 and SMG2 are among the highest ever found (see Table 2). The values found for the SFR surface density, in combination with the derived gas mass surfaces densities, place SMG1 and SMG2 between the sequence of starbursts and “normal” star-forming galaxies in the $\Sigma_{\text{SFR}}$–$\Sigma_{\text{H2}}$ plane, with gas depletion timescales between 10 and 100 Myr (Hodge et al. 2015). However, it should noted that this result assumes that the average CO line ratios for SMGs are valid for SGP 38326.

### 3.3. Dust Properties and SED Fitting

The SPIRE fluxes for SMG1 and SMG2 are blended within the large SPIRE beam and the signal-to-noise ratio in the image is not high enough to attempt to deblend them using the ALMA 870 μm positions. Instead we fit the global SED of both sources using both optically thin and optically thick modified black bodies to derive the dust temperatures and dust masses, as well as the integrated IR luminosity. To get the values for each

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Redshift</th>
<th>$S_{250 \mu m}$ [mJy]</th>
<th>SFR [M$_{\odot}$ yr$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>$M_{\text{H}<em>2}$ [M$</em>{\odot}$]</th>
<th>$\Sigma_{\text{SFR}}$ [M$_{\odot}$ yr$^{-1}$ kpc$^{-2}$]</th>
<th>Lensed</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SGP 38326</td>
<td>4.425</td>
<td>32.5 ± 4.1</td>
<td>$\sim 4500^a$</td>
<td>$\sim 2.7 \times 10^{5}$</td>
<td>$\sim 840/\sim 570^a$</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GN2</td>
<td>4.055</td>
<td>20.3 ± 2.1</td>
<td>$\sim 3000$</td>
<td>$\sim 1.3 \times 10^{5}$</td>
<td>$\sim 310$</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Hodge et al. (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDF 850.1</td>
<td>5.183</td>
<td>7.0 ± 0.4</td>
<td>$\sim 850$</td>
<td>$\sim 3.5 \times 10^{5}$</td>
<td>$\sim 50$</td>
<td>Weakly</td>
<td>Walter et al. (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AzTEC-1</td>
<td>4.342</td>
<td>17.8 ± 4$^a$</td>
<td>$\sim 2090$</td>
<td>$\sim 1.4 \times 10^{5}$</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Yun et al. (2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AzTEC-3</td>
<td>5.299</td>
<td>6.20 ± 0.25$^a$</td>
<td>$\sim 1980$</td>
<td>$\sim 5.3 \times 10^{5}$</td>
<td>$\sim 840$</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Riechers et al. (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFLS3</td>
<td>6.337</td>
<td>14.3 ± 1.1</td>
<td>$\sim 2100$</td>
<td>$\sim 3.6 \times 10^{5}$</td>
<td>$\sim 600$</td>
<td>Weakly</td>
<td>Riechers et al. (2013)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes.

$^a$ Molecular gas masses reported assume an $\alpha_{\text{CO}} = M_{\text{gas}}/L_{\text{CO}} = 0.8$ K km s$^{-1}$ pc$^2$, typical for high-redshift starbursts and local ULIRGs (Downes & Solomon 1998).

Values taken from the literature have been scaled accordingly.

$^b$ For lensed galaxies, de-magnified values are listed.

$^c$ Total SFR in SGP 38326: $\text{SFR} = \text{SFR}_{\text{SMG1}} + \text{SFR}_{\text{SMG2}}$.

$^d$ Values for SMG1 and SMG2 are given.

$^e$ Measured at 1 mm.

---

**Figure 2.** Upper: ALMA 870 μm continuum map of SGP 38326. The three detected SMGs are indicated. The gray contours represent the integrated $^{12}$CO (5–4) emission. This line is clearly detected in both SMG1 and SMG2, but there is no $^{12}$CO(5–4) detection in SMG3. The beam sizes of the $^{12}$CO(5–4) (gray ellipse, $1_{\text{maj}} \times 1_{\text{min}}$) and dust continuum (white ellipse, $0_{\text{maj}} \times 0_{\text{min}}$) observations are shown, and clearly highlight the impressive increase in spatial resolution. Bottom: velocity map of SMG1 derived from the $^{12}$CO(5–4) emission using moment masking (Dame 2011). It can be seen that, despite the lack of spatial resolution, the $^{12}$CO(5–4) observations already indicate that SMG1 presents a disk-like rotation. In both panels, north is up and east is left.
source separately we have assumed they have the same SED shape and split the IR luminosity and dust mass in the ratio of the 870 \( \mu m \) fluxes. Table 2 lists the dust and SED properties. Because of the relatively low SNR of the SPIRE 250 \( \mu m \) measurement and only upper limits for PACS, we have no strong preference for either an optically thin or optically thick model; both produce acceptable fits with comparable \( L_{\text{IR}} \). What differs strongly between the two models is the dust temperature and accordingly the dust mass which, for a rest frame continuum measurement of 160 \( \mu m \), is strongly sensitive to the assumed dust temperature. The optically thin model gives a best fit temperature of 33 \( \pm \) 2 K, and dust masses of

\[
M_{d}(\text{SMG1}) = 1.9 \times 10^9 M_\odot \quad \text{and} \quad M_{d}(\text{SMG2}) = 6.9 \times 10^8 M_\odot \text{,}
\]

using a value of \( \beta = 2 \) and \( \kappa_{850} = 0.077 \text{ m}^2/\text{kg}^{-1} \) (Dunne & Eales 2001). This dust temperature would be remarkably low for such a highly star forming galaxy in the local universe but it is now well established that high-z SMGs have much cooler SEDs for their infrared luminosity than do local ULIRGs, due to the more widespread nature of their star formation (Chapman et al. 2004; Hwang et al. 2010; Elbaz et al. 2011; Symeonidis et al. 2013). The optically thick fit gives a higher dust temperature of 55 K, with a correspondingly lower dust mass of 5.6 \( \times 10^8 M_\odot \) and 2.1 \( \times 10^8 M_\odot \) for SMG1 and SMG2, respectively. The optical depth at 100 \( \mu m \) is \( \tau_{100} \sim 3 \) in both galaxies. Dust is a good tracer of molecular gas at both high and low redshift and is increasingly being used as an alternative to, or consistency check for CO derived measurements (Rowlands et al. 2014; Berta et al. 2015; Scoville et al. 2016). The derived gas mass and optically thin dust masses imply gas to dust ratios of \( M_g/M_d \sim 101 \) and \( \sim 110 \) for SMG1 and SMG2, respectively. These values are compatible with those found for starbursts at similar redshifts (Magdis et al. 2011), \( z \sim 0.5\text{–}1.5 \) main-sequence galaxies and classical SMGs (Magdis et al. 2012), local star forming spirals (Leroy et al. 2011; Sandstrom et al. 2013) and local LIRGs and ULIRGs (Solomon et al. 1997; Dunne & Eales 2001).

If we instead use the more likely optically thick mass estimates we find higher gas-to-dust ratios by a factor of \( \sim 3 \), but in the extreme conditions of these starbursts it would not be surprising to find both optically thick dust SEDs and highly excited molecular gas, both of which would lower the estimated molecular gas content by a factor of a few.

### 3.4. Morphology of [CII] Emission

The [CII] spectrum of the two merging components of SGP 38326 is shown in Figure 1. SMG1 has a broad [CII] line (626 \( \pm \) 60 km s\(^{-1}\) FWHM, \( L_{\text{CII}}/L_\odot = (8.3 \pm 0.2) \times 10^9 \),

### Notes

\( ^a \) Flux densities derived from the ALMA 870 \( \mu m \) observations (Section 2) after primary beam attenuation correction. At the high signal to noise of the 870 \( \mu m \) detections, the effect of flux boosting is negligible (Oteo et al. 2016).

\( ^b \) The reported values of the size of dust and [CII] emission are \( \text{FWHM}_{\text{major}} \times \text{FWHM}_{\text{minor}} \), where \( \text{FWHM}_{\text{major}} \) and \( \text{FWHM}_{\text{minor}} \) are obtained from a two-dimensional elliptical Gaussian profile fit to the observed emission.

\( ^c \) Values obtained assuming optically thin models.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SMG1</th>
<th>SMG2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \zeta_{\text{spec}} )</td>
<td>4.4237 ( \pm ) 0.0004</td>
<td>4.4289 ( \pm ) 0.0004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( S_{870 \mu m} )</td>
<td>16.3 ( \pm ) 1.1 mJy</td>
<td>7.3 ( \pm ) 0.5 mJy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma_{\text{[CII]}} ) [( \text{km} \text{ s}^{-1} )]</td>
<td>13.9 ( \pm ) 1.1</td>
<td>5.3 ( \pm ) 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{FWHM}_{\text{CII}} ) [( \text{km} \text{ s}^{-1} )]</td>
<td>626 ( \pm ) 60</td>
<td>585 ( \pm ) 95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( L_{\text{IR}} ) [( \text{L}_\odot )]</td>
<td>( (1.6 \pm 0.3) \times 10^{13} )</td>
<td>( (7.9 \pm 0.3) \times 10^{12} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{SFR} ) [( \text{M}_\odot \text{yr}^{-1} )]</td>
<td>( \sim 2900 )</td>
<td>( \sim 1400 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta_{\text{dust}} ) [( \text{kpc} )]</td>
<td>( 2.2 \pm 0.2 ) ( \times ) ( 2.0 \pm 0.2 )</td>
<td>( 2.1 \pm 0.2 ) ( \times ) ( 1.5 \pm 0.1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Sigma_{\text{CII}} ) [( \text{kpc}^{-2} )]</td>
<td>( 3.8 \pm 0.1 ) ( \times ) ( 2.9 \pm 0.1 )</td>
<td>( 2.7 \pm 0.1 ) ( \times ) ( 2.1 \pm 0.1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M_{\text{dust}} ) [( \text{M}_\odot )]</td>
<td>( \sim 840 )</td>
<td>( \sim 570 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M_{\text{dust}} ) [( \text{M}_\odot ) ( \text{pc}^{-2} )]</td>
<td>( \sim 1.9 \times 10^9 )</td>
<td>( \sim 7.6 \times 10^8 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Sigma_{\text{H}<em>2} ) [( \text{M}</em>\odot \text{pc}^{-2} )]</td>
<td>( \sim 5.6 \times 10^4 )</td>
<td>( \sim 3.1 \times 10^4 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_{\text{dust}} ) [K]</td>
<td>( \sim 33 )</td>
<td>( \sim 34 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( L_{\text{CII}} ) [( \text{L}_\odot )]</td>
<td>( (8.3 \pm 0.2) \times 10^9 )</td>
<td>( (2.9 \pm 0.2) \times 10^9 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
considerably broader than the [C ii] emission in other SMGs at similar redshifts (Swinbank et al. 2012; Walter et al. 2012; De Breuck et al. 2014; Riechers et al. 2014) and also broader than local ULIRGs (Farrah et al. 2013). The [C ii] emission from SMG2 is slightly narrower (585 ± 95 km s⁻¹ FWHM, \( L_{\text{[C ii]}} = (2.9 \pm 0.2) \times 10^9 L_\odot \)), with its center shifted \( \sim 300 \) km s⁻¹ with respect to SMG1. The [C ii] emission in SMG1 and SMG2 implies that their redshifts are \( z_{\text{SMG1}} = 4.4237 ± 0.0004 \) and \( z_{\text{SMG2}} = 4.4289 ± 0.0004 \), respectively. The escape velocity of the system (assuming a mass at least as high as the molecular gas mass) is significantly greater than the velocity offset between SMG1 and SMG2, meaning that the galaxies are likely destined to merge, in contrast to multiple HyLIRGs seen at lower redshifts (Ivison et al. 2013). Therefore, our results support a scenario where at least a subset of the most distant starbursts formed in the same highly dissipative mergers of gas-rich galaxies that seem ubiquitous among SMGs at \( z < 3 \) and local ULIRGs (Engel et al. 2010). This result is in agreement with Narayanan et al. (2015), which claimed that major mergers are common at \( z > 4 \) and indeed drive some short-lived burst in star formation.

The smooth dust morphology contrasts with the more irregular [C ii] emission (Figure 3). [C ii] can be associated with many ISM phases, such as photodissociation regions associated with star formation (Stacey et al. 1999), the diffuse or dense molecular medium (Wolfire et al. 2010) and atomic and ionized gas (Madden et al. 1997). Additionally, [C ii] can be enhanced by shocks (Appleton et al. 2013) and altered by outflows (Cicone et al. 2015). In the [C ii] velocity maps shown in Figure 4 there is no evidence for atomic outflows. Therefore, shock enhancement, local star formation conditions, and tidal forces triggered by the interaction between the components, coupled with local excitation differences are the most likely explanations of the different morphologies of [C ii] and dust.

Figure 3 also shows the profiles of the [C ii] and dust emission along the major and minor axis of the [C ii] emission of each starburst. In addition to their different morphology, the gas traced by [C ii] is extended over larger physical scales than the dust (Tacconi et al. 2006; Ivison et al. 2011) and also has significantly different radial profiles. This is further supported by the same 2D Gaussian fitting used to determine the size of the dust emission. The size of the [C ii] emission is 3.8 ± 0.1 kpc × 2.9 ± 0.1 kpc in SMG1 and 2.7 ± 0.1 kpc × 2.1 ± 0.1 kpc in SMG2 (FWHM values are quoted here). Therefore, we find that [C ii] is extended over a spatial scale larger than that found for dust (Section 3.2). This is in agreement with what has been reported in other \( z > 4 \) sources, such as ALESS 73.1 (De Breuck et al. 2014), AzTEC-3 (Riechers et al. 2014), HFLS3 (Riechers et al. 2013), and W2246-0526 (Díaz-Santos et al. 2016), but at lower spatial resolution compared with the extension of the emission.

3.5. OH 163 \( \mu \)m Emission

The default continuum observations also covered the 163 \( \mu \)m OH(\(^{12}\)CO(16–15) = 3/2 → 1/2) doublet (whose components are at \( \nu_{\text{rest}} = 1834.74735 \) and 1834.74735 GHz). We note that the nearby \(^{12}\)CO(16–15) emission line is out of the spectral range covered. We present in Figure 1 the OH spectrum of SMG1 extracted in the area where dust emission is detected. We also show the OH spectrum of SMG1 extracted on the position where the dust emission peaks and using an aperture the size of the synthesized beam. Assuming the redshift determined by the CO lines, the two components of the OH doublet should be located at the velocities marked by the short vertical gray lines. Despite the clear detection of the continuum, no OH emission is detected at the expected velocities. However, there is an emission line in the blue spectrum shifted by \( \sim 200 \) km s⁻¹ blueward that might be associated with the OH doublet since there is no other emission line that could lie at that frequency. An absorption line is apparent in the spectrum of SMG1 \( \sim 100 \) km s⁻¹ redward of the expected position of any OH emission. However, the centers of the emission and absorption do not match with the redshifted components of the OH doublet. After continuum subtraction, Riechers et al. (2014) derived for AzTEC-3 a [C ii] peak flux of about 18 mJy and a [OH] peak flux of about 2 mJy. This means a ratio of [C ii]/[OH] \( \sim \) 10. The peak [C ii] flux in SMG1 is \( \sim 20 \) mJy, and assuming the same [C ii]/[OH] ratio as in AzTEC-3, we would expect the OH emission to have a peak line flux of \( \sim 2 \) mJy, in agreement with the peak flux of the emission line seen in the bottom panel of Figure 1. If the detected emission line is actually one of the OH components, its width \( \sim 85 \) km s⁻¹ is lower than that previously found in strong starbursts in the distant universe (Riechers et al. 2013, 2014). We note that these are the only two cases where OH 163 \( \mu \)m emission has been clearly detected in \( z > 4 \) starbursts. The putative OH emission in SMG1 is also very compact, being spatially coincident with the maximum of the dust continuum emission. It should be pointed out that the OH emission is only seen where the dust emission is maximum. In contrast, the absorption is seen across the whole disk (Figure 1).

3.6. Dynamics at High Resolution from [C ii] Emission

The signal-to-noise of the [C ii] detection allows us to study the dynamics of SMG1 and SMG2 at a level of detail never previously achieved for any \( z > 4 \) unlensed starburst. We present in Figure 4 the [C ii] emission in all the velocity channels where it is detected. We have identified six different velocity gradients in SMG1 and one in SMG2, which reveal that both components of SGP 38326 are ordered rotating disks, as corroborated by the [C ii] velocity and velocity dispersion maps shown in Figure 5. It should be noted that the velocity field derived in SMG1 from [C ii] is very similar to that obtained from the \(^{12}\)CO(5–4) transition (see Figure 2), but with about 10\( \times \) times better spatial resolution. We have fitted the observed velocity field using a disk plus dark matter halo model. We should also note that, since the rotation curve does not turn over, the disk+halo model is degenerate. In any case, if it is a settled disk, it must be massive, with \( v_c \sim 300 \) km s⁻¹ and with a best-fit inclination of \( \sim 65 \) deg. This suggests a dynamical mass \( M_{\text{dyn,SMG1}} \sim 5 \times 10^{10} M_\odot \). The dynamical analysis from [C ii] emission at high-spatial resolution indicates that the wide, unresolved CO emissions in SGP 38326 (see Figure 1) are driven by the interaction of two disks separated by \( \sim 200 \) km s⁻¹ in velocity space. This is the opposite of, for example, AzTEC-3, where the [C ii] emission (which has half the width of the [C ii] emission in SMG1) is supported by emission from a highly dispersed gas (Riechers et al. 2014).

It should be pointed out that the derived dynamical mass is \( \sim 5 \) lower than the molecular gas mass estimated either from CO or the optically thin dust SED fit. However, there are considerable uncertainties involved in the calculation of both of these quantities. The dynamical mass estimate is uncertain by at
least by a factor of \( \sim 2 \) due to the uncertainty in the inclination of the disk and the merger state. The estimation of the molecular gas mass assumes an \( \alpha_{\text{CO}} \) factor (we used the value typically assumed for ULIRGs, see above) and a ratio between the \(^{12}\text{CO}(5-4)\) and \(^ {12}\text{CO}(1-0)\) transitions. The derived molecular gas mass would be lower than the obtained value if \( \alpha_{\text{CO}} \) is actually lower or if the mid-\( J \) CO lines are more excited than the average SMG.

We have also determined the dynamical mass of SMG1 and SMG2 by using the isotropic virial estimator (Tacconi et al. 2008; Förster Schreiber et al. 2009; Engel et al. 2010):

\[
M_{\text{dyn, vir}} = 2.8 \times 10^5 \Delta v_{\text{FWHM}}^2 R_{1/2},
\]

where \( \Delta v_{\text{FWHM}} \) is the width of the integrated [C ii] line of each component and \( R_{1/2} \) is the radius of the size of the [C ii] emission. Since the size of the [C ii] emission in SMG1 and SMG2 was derived by assuming elliptical Gaussian profiles (see Section 3.4), \( R_{1/2} \) is assumed to be the average value of the semimajor and minor axis (measured from FWHM). The derived dynamical masses with this method for SMG1 and SMG2 (\( M_{\text{dyn,SMG1}} \sim 3.6 \times 10^{11} M_\odot \) and \( M_{\text{dyn,SMG2}} \sim 2.3 \times 10^{11} M_\odot \)) are now higher than the molecular gas masses. As pointed out in Engel et al. (2010), the scaling factor appropriate for a rotating disk at an average inclination is a factor of \( \sim 1.5 \) smaller (Bothwell et al. 2010). Applying this correction to our measurements, the derived dynamical masses would still be higher than the molecular gas masses. In any case, to carry out a meaningful comparison between the molecular gas and dynamical mass and put constraints on the \( \alpha_{\text{CO}} \) conversion factor, low-\( J \) CO observations would be needed.

We now examine whether the two disks in SGP 38326 are stable by using the Toomre parameter \( Q \) (Toomre 1964), which characterizes the stability of a disk against gravitational fragmentation. In this sense, a disk is stable if \( Q > 1 \). We calculate the Toomre parameter by following Swinbank et al. (2015):

\[
Q = \frac{\sigma_r}{aV_{\text{max}}} \frac{\Sigma_{\text{gas}}}{M_\odot},
\]

where \( \kappa = aV_{\text{max}}/R \) is the epicyclic frequency, \( a = \sqrt{3} \), \( \sigma_r \) is the radial velocity dispersion, and \( \Sigma_{\text{gas}} \) is the gas mass surface density. All the dynamical parameters are obtained from the [C ii] emission. We obtain \( Q_{\text{SMG1}} \sim 0.22 \) and \( Q_{\text{SMG2}} \sim 0.35 \), indicating that the two disks are unstable. For comparison, Swinbank et al. (2015) obtained \( Q = 0.30 \pm 0.10 \) for SDP.81, a strongly lensed galaxy at \( z \sim 3 \) observed with ALMA at very high spatial resolution (ALMA Partnership et al. 2015; Dye et al. 2015), while De Breuck et al. (2014) obtained an average \( Q = 0.58 \pm 0.15 \) for a \( z \sim 4.8 \)
starburst containing an AGN. It should be noted that the derived value of the Toomre parameters relies on the validity for SGP 38326 of the average CO line ratio for SMGs. This uncertainty is also present in previous works (De Breuck et al. 2014; Swinbank et al. 2015).

3.7. The Spatially Resolved $L_{[\text{C II}]}/L_{\text{IR}}$ Ratio

Our high-spatial resolution observations also allow us to obtain the first resolved $L_{[\text{C II}]}/L_{\text{IR}}$ ratio map in a dusty starburst at $z > 4$. We have obtained the $L_{[\text{C II}]}/L_{\text{IR}}$ ratio map by simply dividing the $L_{[\text{C II}]}$ and $L_{\text{IR}}$ maps. It should be noted that no convolution is required since the spatial resolution of the [C II] and dust continuum map is the same. The $L_{[\text{C II}]}$ map has been obtained from the [C II] moment-0 map by converting the line intensities in each pixel into line luminosities. The $L_{\text{IR}}$ map has been derived from the observed 870 $\mu$m dust continuum map by using the best-fit template to the Herschel and SCUBA2 photometry of SGP 38326.

The distinct dust and [C II] morphology leads to a complex spatial distribution for the [C II] to $L_{\text{IR}}$ ratio (Figure 6), which is higher in the outer parts of the two starbursts and lower in their centers. This is in agreement with what is observed for local LIRGs (Díaz-Santos et al. 2014). It should be noted that the yellow regions in Figure 6 indicate a lower limit for the $L_{[\text{C II}]}/L_{\text{IR}}$ ratio since they correspond to regions where dust continuum has not been detected, but where there is detectable [C II] emission (recall that [C II] is extended over a larger area than the dust; Section 3.4). Explaining the irregular morphology of the $L_{[\text{C II}]}/L_{\text{IR}}$ ratio is challenging due to the many phases of the ISM giving rise to [C II] emission (see Section 3.4). The most likely explanations are different excitation conditions for [C II] and variable dust optical depth across the disks. The presence of an AGN can also lower the $L_{[\text{C II}]}/L_{\text{IR}}$ ratio (Díaz-Santos et al. 2013), so an AGN could therefore be responsible for the low values of the $L_{[\text{C II}]}/L_{\text{IR}}$ ratio in the center of the galaxies and in their integrated values (see below). While we have no direct evidence for an AGN with the present data, the existence of one would not be surprising since AGNs seem to be ubiquitous in the strongest starbursts at lower redshifts (Ivison et al. 2013).

Larger samples of galaxies would be needed to explore at high resolution whether these gradients are present in most of the population of dusty starbursts at $z > 4$ and also in less extreme star forming systems.

Figure 7 compares the integrated values of the $L_{[\text{C II}]}/L_{\text{IR}}$ ratio with sources at similar redshifts and in the local universe. The left panel of Figure 7 shows that the values found for the $L_{[\text{C II}]}/L_{\text{IR}}$ ratio in SMG1 and SMG2 are similar to those found in other comparably luminous IR galaxies at similar and higher redshifts (Swinbank et al. 2012; Walter et al. 2012; De Breuck et al. 2014; Riechers et al. 2014; Díaz-Santos et al. 2016) and in the local universe (Díaz-Santos et al. 2013). Our two interacting starbursts are at the upper end of the $L_{\text{IR}}$ distribution of $z > 4$ galaxies, suggesting that the anti-correlation between $L_{[\text{C II}]}/L_{\text{IR}}$ ratio and $L_{\text{IR}}$ seen in the local universe holds up to $z \sim 4$, but with an offset in $L_{\text{IR}}$.

We also present in Figure 7 the individual pixel values of the $L_{[\text{C II}]}/L_{\text{IR}}$ ratio for SMG1 and SMG2. Since the synthesized beam is sampled by approximately 5 pixels on each side, we have re-binned the $L_{[\text{C II}]}/L_{\text{IR}}$ ratio map every 5 pixels, so each new pixel approximately samples the area of one synthesized beam. Average values across contiguous pixels are taken during map re-sizing. For those regions with [C II] but no dust continuum detection, we have given lower limits instead. The individual pixel values suggest that galaxy regions associated with higher star formation (or higher dust surface density) have lower $L_{[\text{C II}]}/L_{\text{IR}}$ ratios.

A tight correlation between the $L_{[\text{C II}]}/L_{\text{IR}}$ ratio and the IR surface density has been reported in local galaxies (Lutz et al. 2011). As Figure 4 suggests, all velocity gradients found in SMG1 and SMG2 are compatible with ordered rotation, although with some perturbations, likely due to the effect of the ongoing merger.

---

Figure 5. Resolved velocity (upper) and velocity dispersion (bottom) maps of the two interacting components in SGP 38326 obtained from their [C II] emission by using moment masking (Dame 2011). As Figure 4 suggests, all velocity gradients found in SMG1 and SMG2 are compatible with ordered rotation, although with some perturbations, likely due to the effect of the ongoing merger.

Figure 6. Resolved $L_{[\text{C II}]}/L_{\text{IR}}$ ratio map for our pair of SMGs. The $L_{\text{IR}}$ for each pixel has been calculated from the observed flux density and using an extrapolation based on the median SED of SMGs in the ALESS survey (Swinbank et al. 2014), which produces a good fit to our photometric data points. The different morphology of dust and [C II] means that the [C II]/FIR ratio is higher in the outer parts of the galaxies and lower in the center (where the peak of dust continuum emission is located). It should be noted that the yellow regions actually represent a lower limit of the $L_{[\text{C II}]}/L_{\text{IR}}$ ratio, since they correspond to regions where dust emission is not detected at $3\sigma$. 

---
et al. 2016). This relation and its typical scatter is represented in the right panel of Figure 7 along with the derived values for SMG1 and SMG2 (both integrated values and individual pixel values) and other z > 4 starbursts with measured sizes. We have defined the IR surface density as $\Sigma_{\text{IR}} = L_{\text{IR}}/(\pi R_a R_b)$, where $R_a$ and $R_b$ are the major and minor axis radii (derived by FWHM/2 from an elliptical Gaussian profile) of the continuum dust emission of each galaxy.

We see in Figure 7 that SMG1 and SMG2 (and also most individual pixel values) tend to depart from the local relation, having slightly higher $L_{\text{CII}}/L_{\text{IR}}$ values for a given IR surface density. The same happens with the most extreme sources at high redshift such as AzTEC-3 or HFLS3. SMG1, AzTEC-3, and HFLS3 are close to the Eddington limit. This might indicate that the [C II] emission in these galaxies might be excited by an outflow or shocks from a possible AGN. In fact, strong OH 163 $\mu$m emission has been detected in AzTEC-3 and HFLS3 (Riechers et al. 2013, 2014), supporting the presence of outflowing material. However, no clear signature of OH 163 $\mu$m emission or outflowing material (apart from the extended $^{13}$CO(5–4) emission shown in Figure 2) has been detected in SMG1 (see Section 3.5), leaving unknown the reason of its enhanced $L_{\text{CII}}/L_{\text{IR}}$ ratio with respect to its IR surface density.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have presented ALMA high-spatial resolution ($\sim 0.1$ or $\sim 800$ pc) imaging of the gas and dust in SGP 38326, an interacting pair of luminous IR starbursts at $z = 4.425$. Despite the redshift of the two galaxies being unknown when the ALMA 870 $\mu$m continuum observations were defined, the [C II] and OH emission lines were serendipitously covered by the continuum spectral setup. This offered the opportunity of studying at high resolution the properties of the ISM in the likely progenitor of a massive, elliptical galaxy at $z \sim 3$. The main conclusions of our work are:

1. The dust continuum emission (rest-frame 160 $\mu$m) in our pair of interacting starbursts at $z = 4.425$ presents a relatively smooth distribution at the resolution of our data and is distributed over an area of $2.2 \pm 0.2$ kpc $\times$ $2.0 \pm 0.2$ kpc in SMG1 and $2.1 \pm 0.2$ kpc $\times$ $1.5 \pm 0.1$ kpc in SMG2 (values quote FWHM of a 2D Gaussian profile), similar to that seen in the bulk of SMGs at $z \sim 2$. However, the gas traced by [C II] emission has a more irregular morphology and is more extended than the gas, being extended over an area of $3.8 \pm 0.1$ kpc $\times$ $2.9 \pm 0.1$ kpc in SMG1 and $2.7 \pm 0.1$ kpc $\times$ $2.1 \pm 0.1$ kpc in SMG2.

2. A dynamical analysis of the resolved [C II] emission revealed that the velocity fields of the two interacting components of SGP 38326 are compatible with disk-like ordered rotation, in contrast with claims for other extreme IR-bright starburst in the early universe. The velocity field of the two interacting starbursts does not show any clear sign of outflowing material. In fact, the OH 163 $\mu$m emission line (a tracer of molecular outflows), if present, is much fainter and narrower than in other extreme starbursts in the early universe.

3. Our high-resolution observations allowed us to build the first resolved $L_{\text{CII}}/L_{\text{IR}}$ map of a dusty starburst at $z > 4$. Due to the different morphologies of the dust and gas, the $L_{\text{CII}}/L_{\text{IR}}$ ratio is lower in the center of the galaxies and higher in the outer parts, where there is [C II] emission but no continuum is detected at $>3\sigma$. This is consistent with what has been reported in the local universe. The pixel values on the $L_{\text{CII}}/L_{\text{IR}}$ map suggest that regions with higher star formation have lower associated $L_{\text{CII}}/L_{\text{IR}}$ values.
4. Our results support a scenario where the most distant starbursts were formed in the same highly dissipative mergers of gas-rich galaxies that seem ubiquitous among SMGs at z < 3, in agreement with recent simulation of IR-bright sources in the early universe.

Systems like SGP 38326 are truly important for understanding early massive galaxy formation. The SFR of SGP 38326 will decline with an e-folding timescale of $\tau_{\text{gas}} \sim 100$ Myr. This assumes a Salpeter IMF and $\tau_{\text{gas}} = 2 \times M(H_2)/SFR$, where the factor of two accounts for the 50% gas recycling in stellar evolution (Fu et al. 2013). This is a simplistic approach since it does not include the possible effect of gas outflow and inflow, but we can assume that they roughly compensate each other during galaxy growth (if there are strong outflows, $\tau_{\text{gas}}$ would be even lower). With that timescale, all the gas would have been consumed in $\sim 0.5$ Gyr (or $\sim 1$ Gyr if Chabrier IMF was assumed). Therefore, our extremely bright interacting starbursts are the likely progenitor of a massive elliptical at $z \sim 3$. Assuming that all molecular gas is converted into stars, the stellar mass of the resulting elliptical galaxy would be $M_* \sim 2.7 \times 10^{11} M_\odot$, well in line with the values found for ultra-massive galaxies at $z \sim 3$ (Marsan et al. 2015). We are, consequently, witnessing the formation of the red sequence of galaxies (Kriek et al. 2008).
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